
Trail Operations Report 
 

               
        October/November 2017 

 
Bently Heritage Trail: 
 

                 
1) The main boardwalk was repaired after spring flooding damaged a portion of it. 

 

   
      Before          After 

 
2) Two additional work days were spent brushing out the trail system. Lack of access due 

to spring flooding allowed the western half of the trail system to grow over quickly.  
 

   
     Before          After 



3) Five new boardwalks and one extended boardwalk were built across short trail sections 
that are sometimes wet or muddy. 
 

     
        15-foot new section       35-foot new section 
 

              
     15-foot new extension         12-foot new section 
 

      
             30-foot new section 



Clear Creek Trail: 
 

1) The entire trail had routine maintenance involving some brushing and drainage work. 
 

2) Two slickrock sections of trail were rebenched. 
 

3) One fallen tree was removed. 
 

4) One broken sign post was replaced.    
   
 
Fay-Luther/Jobs Peak Ranch Trail System:  
 

1) The southern half of the trail system had fall maintenance done including water drainage 
improvements and some brushing work. 
 

2) One fallen tree was removed. 
 

3) The FLJPR Trail between the bridge and cable steps was brushed out and drainage 
improvement work completed. 
      
                               

Genoa Trail System: 
 

1) Nine fallen trees were removed. 
 

    
Middle Sierra Canyon Trail tree before      After (C’mon, was it that exhausting?) 

 
 



      
           Genoa Loop trio of trees   Lower Sierra Canyon Trail tree 
 
 

2) Part of the handrail in Genoa Canyon was repaired. 
 

    
       Before             After 

 
3) Riparian vegetation (roses, nettles, bitter cherry, willows) was brushed out along Genoa 

Creek and above Eagle Ridge Trailhead. 
 
4) The Genoa Loop and Sierra Canyon Trail had routine general maintenance done. 
 
5) A 100-ft realignment was done in Genoa Canyon where a landslide occurred last winter. 
 



 
      Landslide Area Realigned 
 

6) A 175-ft realignment was done on a turn below the landslide to eliminate a steep trail section. 
 
 
Pinyon Trail:  
               
1) Routine general maintenance was done. 
 

        
            Routine tread work on Pinyon Trail 


